Proud Partner of US Olympic
Ski & Snowboard Team

How it works?
The screen for the virtual slope can be the standard
size and format
or it can be a super wide panorama screen

Virtual slope synced
to every movement
on the simulator

Touch control screen
of the simulator

Drive system and
sensors are placed
inside the simulator
Every simulator can be equipped
with a ski or snowboard imitator,
about 2-3 minutes are required to
change from skis to snowboard
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Optical safety system that automatically
detects all potential dangers and switches
off the power drive

What technology do we use?

Smart sensors
to track your motion
The simulator knows everything you are doing with your
skis or snowboard.
Multiple built-in sensors track all the parameters, such as
the position of your skis on the slope and your edging
angles

Software creates
the exact sensation
of skiing
The main computer of the ski simulator empowers you to
choose your trails and adjust all the snow conditions,
including hard-packed, soft or icy snow. It can also
generate bumps on the slope and create mogul-like
terrain

Powerful drives
to recreate G-force
Powerful motors are responsible for simulation of physics
and biomechanics of skiing.
We put most of our time and efforts to transfer
the G-force as is from the slopes onto a ski and
snowboard simulator

Fully immersive
virtual reality
A unique 3D-engine and an exclusive Panorama screen
with incredible 4K resolution generate a huge image of the
running slope.
Everything you do on the simulator syncs to the slope.
So be careful do not hit the trees!
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Who can train?
Making that First Run…

Getting a Work-Out

Racing or Competing

Drew Duffy, U.S. Ski Team

• Beginners can learn the basics of
skiing and snowboarding indoors
• Unique training guidelines for
snow sports allow to learn how to
ski or snowboard within just a few
days
• Rapid and effective training of all
elements of modern carving
ski/snowboard technique for
advanced snow fans
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• Engages all main muscle groups

• Train and practice all year round

• Doesn't constrain the motion to a
single muscle unlike traditional gym
equipment

• Virtual courses allow to perfect
slalom, GS, super G and even
Olympic Downhill

• Gives a unique combination of
strength and cardio exercises, as
well as trains your sense of balance

• Simulators are widely used by
professional ski teams in many
countries

• Virtual ski and snowboard courses
make training sessions extremely
exciting!

Business Ideas
Ski Retail
SkyTechSport Simulators are
an effective promotional tool
that attracts new customers
to the stores and creates a
unique competitive
advantage

Gyms & Fitness
Expand the idea of fitness
and give members of gyms a
truly exciting workout —
a great cardio combined with
power training

Marketing Events
Turn your party or team
building event into an
electrifying skiing contest or
bring a magnet for
audiences of all ages and
interests to your booth

Indoor Ski Studios
Allows snow sports fans who
live in the cities to ski and ride
at any time of the year.
Join our growing community
on 4 continents!

Resorts & Hotels

Medical Centres

Offer your guests a fun
substitute for skiing and
snowboarding during bad
weather conditions or in
case of lack of snow

SkyTechSport simulator are
used for medical
rehabilitation and trauma
therapy as a new and
remarkably effective method
of mechanotherapy
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How can I control my slope?
Force applied
to skis
Snow type
menu

Bumps and
ice crust
menu

Statistics: turns made, kms
travelled or calories burned

Slalom gates
adjustments
menu

Edging
angles

Speed control
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Training session statistics

Breathtaking Virtual Reality
We use unique hardware and accurate sensors plus a specially developed 3D-engine, which synchronize all
movements of the skier on the simulator with a virtual slope you can see on a big screen.
On an endless slope you can change snow conditions of the slope. Add bumps, change from normal to icy or
wet snow, move slalom gates, have fun! Then go and get crazy on race courses: the timing option allows to hold
fully realistic competitions between many skiers.
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US Ski Team Proud Partner

Mikaela Shiffrin, U.S. Ski Team

The Downhill Simulator is a key training tool for best
world's athletes. US Ski Team has our most powerful
machine, the 23'2" Olymp with a super-wide 3D
panoramic screen. Complemented with a Kinematic
Power Set to fully recreate downhill loads, it was brought
to the USSA Center of Excellence, the team’s training
facility in Park City, UT.
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Andrew Weibrecht, U.S. Ski Team

“Getting onto the ski simulator is going to prepare
you physically to ski more volume. You can improve
your upper/lower body separation, hip angulation,
rolling your knee and ankle, SkyTechSport simulator
is by far the closest thing we’ve seen to replicating
conditions outside of the snow. You feel like you’re
ripping turns!”
Sasha Rearick,
US Ski Team
Men’s Head Coach

Can I ski Colorado..?

GPS scouting
Our technology allows to recreate any slope from any ski resort in
the world, we’ve already scanned and rendered in meticulous
details:
•

Beaver Creek World Cup courses (“Birds of Pray” and
“Raptor”)

•

Sochi race courses for 2014 Olympic Games

•

2018 PyeongChang Olympics courses

•

Wengen, Switzerland Downhill (Lauberhorn)

The new technology is already being used by the world’s top ski
teams.
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PSIA-AASI Training Guidelines
The Professional Ski Instructors of America — American
Association of Snowboard
Instructors partnered
with
SkyTechSport to produce video tutorials and and official manual
focused on simulator-to-snow development. These videos help
ski and snowboard instructors to teach off slope, generate
excitement for the sport and get great cross-train exercise at the
same time.

“It’s experiencing the mechanics of
skiing in a situation that takes away all the
fear, all the discomfort, and all the
apprehension. In an ideal world, I would
start my beginner lessons the night
before on one of these.”
Jonathan Ballou, PSIA

“It can develop strength, power, agility,
and tactics.”
US Ski Team member, Mikaela Shiffrin
Overall
WorldWeibrecht
Cup champion, four-time
U.S. Ski Team Member,
Andrew
Eric Lipton, PSIA
in slalom
Silver in Super-G atwinner
2014 Winter
Olympics
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Eric Lipton, PSIA

Learning how to ski
Learning how to ski and teaching beginners fundamentals
of snowsports has never been easier
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Models & Pricing

Leader Pro

The Compact Solution
The Leader Pro is a compact solution for training
centers or home. The simulator is built to practice
alpine carving for complete beginners and
intermediate skiers.

platform width:

3.35m / 11’

power: 2.2 kW / 3 HP

VR trails: endless course + slaloms

HD or 4K Ready

HD Screen

4K Panorama

The Simulator is ready to connect to
your LED-panel or projection system
in HD or 4K on your choice.

The Simulator comes with
a 50’’ LED-panel.

The Simulator comes with a 3-unit
LED-wall on your choice. It is also
equipped with a high-capacity
computer system to run virtual slopes
on wide screens.

Includes skis or snowboard imitator
on your choice.
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Includes skis or snowboard
imitator on your choice.

Includes skis or snowboard imitator
on your choice.

Models & Pricing

President

The Optimal Commercial Solution
President is a perfect choice for working with a wide
spectrum of clients: from teaching children and
beginners to sports training for advanced skiers and
snowboarders.

platform width: 5.75m / 18’10”

power: 4.4 kW / 6 HP

VR trails: endless course + slaloms + giant slaloms

HD or 4K Ready

HD Screen

4K Panorama

The Simulator is ready to connect to
your LED-panel or projection system
in HD or 4K on your choice.

The Simulator comes with a flat
projection screen (2.74 х 2.06m / 108”
x 81”), 3000 Lm projector and a Hi-Fi
audio system.

The Simulator comes with a superwide panoramic screen (up to 7.3m /
24’ wide) integrated into VR-Room,
three 3000 Lm projectors and a Hi-Fi
audio system.

Includes skis or snowboard imitator
on your choice.

Includes skis or snowboard imitator on
your choice.

Includes both skis and snowboard
imitator.
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Models & Pricing

President Lux

More Power for Athletic Training
30% more power means more G-force for advanced
skiers and ski racers. Accelerations created by the drive
system of simulator result in more efficient training of all
elements of technique and rapid improvements in
balance and reaction.
platform width: 5.80m / 19’

power: 6.0 kW / 8 HP

VR trails: endless course + slaloms + giant slaloms

HD or 4K Ready

HD Screen

4K Panorama

The Simulator is ready to connect to
your LED-panel or projection system
in HD or 4K on your choice.

The Simulator comes with a flat
projection screen (2.74 х 2.06m / 108”
x 81”), 3000 Lm projector and a Hi-Fi
audio system.

The Simulator comes with a superwide panoramic screen (up to 7.3m /
24’ wide) integrated into VR-Room,
three 3000 Lm projectors and a Hi-Fi
audio system.

Includes skis or snowboard imitator
on your choice.
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Includes skis or snowboard imitator on
your choice.

Includes both skis and snowboard
imitator.

Models & Pricing

Olymp

The Downhill Pro Simulator

platform width: 7.00m / 23’2’’

power: 7.50 kW / 10 HP

VR trails: endless course + slaloms + giant slaloms + downhills

This is our largest and most powerful simulator.
A duet of advanced software and Kinematic Power Vest —
the Downhill Simulator has become a turning point in
professional winter sports training.
This simulator gives the opportunity to experience all physics of
athletic modern carving identical to the real slope slalom
through downhill.

4K Panorama Downhill
The Simulator comes with a super-wide panoramic
screen (up to 8.22/26’11” wide) integrated into VRRoom, three 3000 Lm projectors, 3D goggles and
a Hi-Fi audio system.
Includes both skis and snowboard imitator.
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Downhill Pro Simulator

Additional kinematic power set is used to create an
equivalent of compression and vibration loads.
•

A vest connected to power kinematics of the Simulator
that is synced with the virtual slope terrain

•

A distributed load through the body axis: shoulder
girdle, mid-back, hips and legs

•
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A compression force with a load value
up to 330lbs / 150kgs.

Downhill Pro package
The system includes a kinematic power set together with a
package of GPS-replicas of Beaver Creek (USA) and
Wengen (Switzerland) World Cup Olympics downhill
courses, as well as Sochi (Russia) and PyeongChang (South
Korea) Olympic downhill courses.
The system is already included into the supply
for Olymp 4K-Panorama Downhill simulator
and can be provided as an additional option
for President Lux ski simulator.

Additional Options & Terms
Additional Platforms:
Ski / Snowboard / Balance Ski
Every simulator can be equipped with a ski or snowboard
imitator, about 2-3 minutes are required to change from skis to
snowboard.
Balance Ski is a special ski that allows to use the simulator with
one leg. Used for balance and Paralympic Training.

Support
•

24/7 technical support with our phone «hot-line»

•

Remote software upgrades, including: user interface upgrades
– operating system upgrades
– uploads of new ski areas

•

Training of technical personnel and training of instructors by
certified SkyTechSport experts –
anywhere in the world
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Branding on Virtual Slopes

Go beyond placing your brand tag onto the outside of
the booth.
Benefit from a100% audience engagement and use the
virtual space on our huge panoramic screen.
Virtual slopes are a unique environment: people
watching the show are absorbed in the screen. We will
alter the entire ski area so that is completely customized
specifically for you.
We can place your logo on banners, gates and
billboards along the virtual slopes and get an
immense brand exposure at presentations, corporate
events or shows.
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Our customers

Footprints
Leader Pro

Olymp

3.0m / 10’

4.5m / 15’

flat screen

3.5m / 11.5’

6.0m / 20’

4K Panorama

panorama screen

Required ceiling height
min 2.5m / 8’

5.0m / 16.5’

panorama screen

6.7m / 22’

8.0m / 26’

Required ceiling height
min 2.7m / 9’

Required ceiling height
min 3.0m / 10’

5.5m / 18’

flat screen
HD Screen

President / President Lux
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Come in for a demo!
Show-room in
Munich, Germany
Riesenfeldstraße 18,
80809 München, Deutschland
phones:
+49 (176) 239-104-48 (English)
+49 (163) 380-98-48 (Deutsch)

Show-room in
Los Angeles, USA
5553 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90028, USA
phone: +1 (800) 405-5025

email:
website:
U.S. Ski Team member, Mikaela Shiffrin
Overall Ski World Cup and Olympic Champion

sales@skytechsport.com
www.skytechsport.com

